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PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL
Investigative Night Visit to RRS Discovery, Saturday 13 August 2011.
Owners and Occupants: Dundee Heritage Trust.
Address:
Discovery Point
Discovery Quay
Dundee
DD1 4XA
GHOST CLUB INVESTIGATION SCHEDULE:
17:45 hrs - Arrive at RRS Discovery Staff Car park.
18:00hrs - Board Ship
18:15 hrs - Equipment placed by Investigators.
19:15 hrs - Briefing by Joan Green.
19:25 hrs - Investigation teams make way to first location.
NB: PLEASE REFER TO THE GHOST ROTA BELOW TO SEE THE TEAM YOU ARE IN AND
THE PARTICULAR LOCATION YOU ARE IN FOR EACH TIMED VIGIL. THE INFORMATION BELOW IS
JUST A SHEDULE TO SHOW THE TIMINGS.

Rota of Investigators / Experiments
Investigation at RRS DISCOVERY - DUNDEE
Saturday 13 AUGUST 2011
PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL
Please also refer to your GHOST CLUB INVESTIGATION SCHEDULE:

RRS DISCOVERY
INVESTIGATION TEAMS ROTA OF 8 VIGILS
ALL EQUIPMENT THAT IS OWNED BY INVESTIGATORS MUST BE BROUGHT TO
INVESTIGATION.
BATTERY EQUIPMENT ONLY, ALL ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT MUST BE PAT
TESTED.
SOFT SHOES ESSENTIAL DURING INVESTIGATION.
_________________________________________________
Investigations Officer: Derek Green
Team Leaders: Derek Green (Discovery Co-ordinator)
Joan Green
Lisa Bowell
Andy Glanville
Technical Team shall consist mainly of Investigators with Equipment.

Technical Team Leader: Dave Alderton
Technical Team:

Dave Alderton
Mark Ord
Derek Green

Investigation Support:

Bill Green

Responsibility of Team Leader is to ensure that Group vigils run to time.

INVESTIGATION TEAMS ROTA OF 8 VIGILS
TEAM 1
Derek Green (Investigations Officer)
Chris De Rosa
Bill Green
Tracy Mcintyre

TEAM 2
Joan Green (Team Leader)
Fiona Bisset
Marco Piva
Sharon Stewart

TEAM 3
Lisa Bowell (Team Leader)
Solveig Dittrich-Piva
Joan McAuley
Vicki Wilson

TEAM 4
Andy Glanville (Team Leader)
Lynn Robertson
Mirrlees Chassels
Tracy McIntyre
Dave McIntyre
TECHNICAL TEAM (To circulate between four teams)

BASE CAMP: EDUCATION ROOM LOWER DECK
Vigil

Time

Location

Time Allocation Team Number

1

19:35 - 20:00 hrs

Wardroom
Galley
Bridge
Main Deck Stern

25 Minutes
25 Minutes
25 Minutes
25 Minutes

1
2
3
4

BRIDGE – DECK OBSERVATION.
__________________________________________________
2

20:05 - 20:30 hrs

Bridge
Main Deck Stern
Galley
Wardroom

25 Minutes
25 Minutes
25 Minutes
25 Minutes

1
2
3
4

Wardroom – Lynn Robertson
BRIDGE – DECK OBSERVATION.
__________________________________________________
3

20:35 - 21:00 hrs

Galley
Wardroom
Main Deck Stern
Bridge

25 Minutes
25 Minutes
25 Minutes
25 Minutes

Wardroom – Lynn Robertson
BRIDGE – DECK OBSERVATION.
__________________________________________________

1
2
3
4

4

21:05 - 21:30 hrs

Main Deck Stern
Bridge
Wardroom
Galley

25 Minutes
25 Minutes
25 Minutes
25 Minutes

1
2
3
4

Wardroom – Lynn Robertson
TEAM 1 – MAIN DECK STERN – PART SILENT VIGIL
TEAM 3 – WARDROOM - SILENT VIGIL
TEAM 1 – SET TRIGGER OBJECTS IN MAIN DECK STERN.
TEAM 1 – SET EVP RECORDER RUNNING
TEAM 3 – SET TRIGGER OBJECTS ON WARDROOM TABLE
__________________________________________________
21:30 - 21:55 hrs

BREAK

25 Minutes

SHORT BREAK DUE TO TIME
__________________________________________________
5

22:00 - 22:25 hrs

Wardroom
Main Deck Stern

25 Minutes
25 Minutes

1&2
3&4

EXPERIMENT – WARDROOM COMMUNICATION CIRCLE
EXPERIMENT – MAIN DECK STERN – RESPONSE EXPERIMENT
__________________________________________________
6

22:30 - 22:55 hrs

Main Deck Stern 25 Minutes
1&2
Wardroom
25 Minutes
3&4
EXPERIMENT – WARDROOM COMMUNICATION CIRCLE
EXPERIMENT – MAIN DECK STERN – RESPONSE EXPERIMENT
__________________________________________________
7

23:00 - 23:25 hrs

To Be Decided

25 Minutes

__________________________________________________
8
23:30 - 00:00 hrs To Be Decided
30 Minutes
__________________________________________________
Temperature Monitors will be placed in the following locations:
WARDROOM
GALLEY
Beam Barriers will be placed in the following location:
WARDROOM
Trigger Objects
_____________________________________________________________________

HISTORY
At the beginning of the 20th Century Antarctica was still an uncharted wilderness. Exploration was a
daunting task, involving a long voyage through remote and tempestuous seas just to reach the continent. The
1901 British National Antarctic Expedition was the vision of Sir Clements Markham, President of the Royal
Geographical Society. Naturally cautious, Markham saw the aims of the expedition as purely scientific. Being
the first to reach the South Pole was never one of the objectives. By 1900 Markham had raised the necessary
funds, now all he needed was a ship, and a man to lead the expedition.
The Ship
As a major whaling centre Dundee’s shipyards had long experience of constructing ships robust enough to travel
through the Arctic pack ice. It was this expertise that Markham harnessed to build RRS Discovery, the first vessel to
be constructed specifically for scientific research. While the design was based on the great Dundee whalers, there
were some modifications to be made. Magnetic surveys were to be an important part of the scientific work of the
expedition. To be sure of complete accuracy an exclusion zone round the magnetic observatory was created, with no
iron or steel allowed within 30 feet of the area.

Left to right: Lt. Armitage, Lt. Mulock, Lt. Shackleton, Dr. Wilson, Lt. Skelton, Capt. Scott,
Lt. Royds, Dr. Koettlitz, Mr. Bernacchi and Mr. Ferrar on board the Discovery

Captain Robert Falcon Scott RN
As leader of the expedition Markham wanted “a naval officer in the regular line... young and a good sailor with
experience of ships under sail. He must have imagination and enthusiasm... be calm, yet quick and decisive in
action.” His search ended with a young naval officer he had first encountered twelve years earlier, Lieutenant Robert
Falcon Scott. Devon born, Scott had joined the navy at thirteen. Following a chance reunion with Markham, Scott
applied for the post of expedition leader. He was appointed in June 1900 and promoted to Commander RN at the age
of just 33. Though a rather shy man he was also steady, strong and, as later events were to prove, immensely
courageous.
ALLEGED ACTIVITY
Alleged phenomena centres on different areas of the ship. There have been sightings of an apparition on the
main deck. Other phenomena includes footsteps, loud bangs and feelings of uneasiness.

Ghost Club Investigation notes
Official Report compiled by Derek Green from notes of the Investigators

The following information has been taken from the notes of the investigators present and where possible
notes have been copied verbatim and listed by location.
PRIOR TO DISCOVERY INVESTIGATION.
MARCO PIVA
18:52, Marco noted feeling someone standing outside the base.
SOLVEIG DITTRICH-PIVA
At 18:56, Solveig was sitting in the base area. She noted “Felt like something pushed my chair, though we are
sitting on a bench and someone sitting next to me maybe pushed it but then I realised I am sitting in a chair. (I felt
like I was falling). I was talking to Joan about our house.
At 19:05 hrs, going through to kitchen, I saw someone going through the door. Mark said no one was going through
door and no one just did.
VICKI WILSON, LYNN ROBERTSON AND MIRRLEES CHASSELS
Vicki, Lynn and Mirrlees, felt their chairs move sideways almost like an earth tremor. There was an empty seat
between Mirrlees and Lynn and four empty seats between Lynn and Vicki. (Could this be what Solveig
experienced.)
PERSONAL NOTE FROM BASE ROOM AT BREAK
ANDY GLANVILLE
Andy noted while in the Base (Education Room) he could see the shape of a figure at the far end of the room about 3
– 4 feet away before fading. The figure was very vague in shape but a definite shape.

OFFICIAL INVESTIGATION REPORT
VIGIL ONE
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY – WARDROOM
TIME: 19:35 HRS
TEMPERATURE: 218oC
INVESTIGATORS: TEAM 1
OUTSIDE WEATHER CONDITIONS: DRY
Derek opened the vigil by asking out and Chris moved around the Ward Room. Chris then became drawn to the
following cabins – Scott, Koitlitz and Armitage.
Derek then noted a light bulb detached from its fitting and lying on the floor in Capt. Scott’s cabin. Derek went into

Capt Scott’s cabin and laid the bulb on his bunk. (there have been recent reports again of light bulbs falling from
fitments for no apparent reason.) Chris then said he had a feeling of depression coming from Scott’s cabin. He also
sensed mood swings but quite a strong feeling of homesickness. Chris also added that he felt his throat a bit
restricted. Chris then said that he felt there was a spirit in Scott’s Cabin but it only came in visitation. Mark then
scanned the area for EMF readings and all Cabins registered zero except Scott’s cabin, which registered 5 mG.
Tracy noted a coldness in Bernachi’s cabin and the temperature was recorded at 19C.
Chris then said he had a strong feeling of Ipswich. Chris then said he saw the flash of a camera but no camera was
in use at that point. Chris then stated the atmosphere around Scott’s cabin was changing and the energy was
swirling around as if some one was moving about. Temperature was recorded at 18C. Chris asked Mark to check
the temperature. Mark verified that the temperature was starting to fall. Chris asked out and then said he was
suffering a pain in his left leg. Mark commented on suffering pains in his neck Chris then added that somebody had
touched the back of his head. Both investigators could feel a coldness, temperature registered 15C then the
temperature rose again to 21C as originally when the vigil started. Chris then said he could clairaudiently hear a
faint voice saying “We nearly lost her four times, but I don’t want to admit that to anyone.” Derek then noted a
small flash of white light to Chris’s right as he remarked he could feel the air move from his left to his right and a
feeling of tension. Chris then said he could sense a feeling of resentment towards Shackleton. At 20:02 hrs, Chris
then said he sensed “Damned fool could have killed us all.” He added that this was possibly in relation to the loss of
a ship. He then said “we should have left sooner and now we are trapped in ice.” Chris was then shown a base on an
outbound Journey. He then said “And we are going to let people down.” The time was 20:08 hrs. Chris then said
there were also engine troubles and a traditional seafaring gentleman basically very mild mannered.
Due to the communication the group abandoned the bridge vigil and stayed in the Wardroom. Chris then added that
there were feelings that the mild mannered man should not have been in charge. Importantly, Chris added that the
mild mannered man was so much more intelligent than these people thought and that he was in actual fact the right
man to be in charge.
Team 4 then entered the Wardroom and Chris and Derek remained at Scott’s Cabin. Lynn and her team sat in the
Wardroom and Lynn started asking out. Mark again joined Derek and Chris. Mark again reported the EMF meter
was starting to spike. Chris then said he saw a reflection of a head and shoulders in the mirror.
Chris opened more to spirit and Derek recorded the following in his notebook:
Chris is asking out if spirit remembered us. He says the answer is “Yes my son, I remember you well.” At 20:15
hrs, Chris feels he is smoking a pipe and is now talking about an accident involving a harpoon. I have noted a faint
outline of head and shoulders in the mirror myself, about 5ft 10 in height approx. Chris says there is a connection
to a female in Ipswich but no name. Chris is very deep in thought, he says there is some bitterness and gives years
1901 – 1902 and 1926 concerning a person.
Chris is now sensing the image of a man wearing a dark coloured suit and a dark hat. Silver coloured buttons, a
left breast pocket and a special badge. He is now talking about a number of weeks stuck in ice waiting for currents.
(I Derek have a terrible sore back) Chris has said Capt Scott knows well what we are trying to do as he had an
interest and this and mediums. Chris is now mentioning insomnia and portholes. He is saying someone had an
interest in magic as well and a few card tricks. He is now saying that a spirit feels the heart has been ripped out.
It’s the engines. Water has been seeping in somewhere near the stern. The man also likes school children coming
on board and learning history. Expeditions were for education and he likes people on board. Chris says water was
seeping in and caused a number of problems during sailing. Water coming in.
END
In wardroom, Dave McIntryre noted a small light appear at bottom end of Wardroom at 20:19 hrs, At 20:30 hrs
Chris said he felt at beginning of vigil, he was not accepted, but after communication he has been accepted.

VIGIL ONE
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE FOC’SLE
TIME: 19:35 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAM 2
Joan asked out for a sign, sound, visual or movement. Sharon noticed a large black rope, which was very thick
moving slightly. Joan then asked out again for more movement. The Group felt that the rope was very heavy and
would not move easily with vibration. Marco then said he could hear the name Bonnet or Bonnar. (Charles Bonnar
fell from the crows nest in 1901).
Joan then asked if any Spanish spirits were around and Marco repeated this in Spanish. Joan then felt goose bumps
and Sharon said the end of the room where Joan was standing was colder but only by one degree. At 19:51 hrs, Joan
asked for spirit to show themselves and Marco noted a light above her head.

VIGIL ONE
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE BRIDGE (OBSERVATION)
TIME: 19:35 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAM 3
The team reported nothing unusual.

VIGIL ONE
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE MAIN DESK - STERN
TIME: 19:35 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAM 4
Lynn opened up and soon she sensed a man in a blue turquoise coat, wearing knee length boots and he seemed to be
organising some event but in an underhand way. There were candy coloured sacks being thrown on to a rowing boat
with two men in the boat. About six sacks thrown over. Descriptions of the men, cuffs, folded up and black,
dishevelled looking. One had a coat that seemed to belong to somebody of high ranking. One man had a damaged
right eye and the eyelid was not seen due to it being swollen, Lynn then gave the name Petersham , of average
build, clean-shaven, short dark hair and a dark stubble. There was a ring on his right hand, fourth finger, a sovereign
ring but top was damaged and dented. The end finger was very dry and he had a raspy chesty cough. Lynn felt he
was trying to get activity over quickly and he was coughing a lot which was making him short of breath. There were
three men with him but he was in charge. The other three were short in comparison with dirty trousers, shirts and no
jackets. The sacks had something in them and people are coming on board to try and catch them, they are perhaps
stealing.
At 19:50 hrs, Andy noted hearing a voice say “What’s he doing”, Andy checked and nobody was there. Lynn then
said she saw a dog running, a Labrador.

VIGIL TWO
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE MAIN DECK - STERN
TIME: 20:05 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAM 2
At 20:16 hrs, Marco had the feeling that somebody was not happy and he noted a small flash of light. Marco then
sensed the name Nicole and he then experienced a sharp; pain to his left knee and this followed with an emotion,
which was like fear then excitement. Marco then sensed that Bonnar had trouble with his knee. Joan then tried
automatic handwriting but nothing was recorded. Joan asked Charles Bonnar to step forward if he could and this
was when Marco experienced trouble with his own knee.

VIGIL TWO
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE FOC’SLE
TIME: 20:05 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAM 3
The team carried out their vigil and noted the following:
20:09 hrs, Footsteps heard very soft.
20:10 hrs, Lisa saw someone near the camera moving.
20:10 hrs, The rope is moving again.
20:11 hrs, Heard footsteps above again.
20:13 hrs, Same again.
20:14 hrs, Slamming heard below.
20:17 hrs, A deep man’s voice is heard.
20:18 hrs, Men’s voices singing a song.

VIGIL TWO
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE WARDROOM
TIME: 20:05 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAM 4
Team 1 were still there in communication. Lynn reported a pain in the left side of her head and she noted seeing
orbs of light in Barnes’s cabin. At 20:13 hrs, Lynn started calling out while Chris was in communication. Andy and
Tracy both felt a cold draught across their hands and Mirrlees also reported feeling a very cold draught. At 20:15
hrs, Lynn said she had communication from a confused male in Barnes’s cabin. Lynn said he was trying to write
notes in a log of some sort but confusion was making it difficult for words to make sense. He was upset as this was
not normal, his job was to keep records of daily routine on board. Lynn added there was a small piece missing from
the end of his middle finger on his left hand. At 20:18 hrs, Dave noted seeing a light in the mirror go across the
back of the Wardroom heading for Scott’s Cabin.
At 20:28 hrs, Lynn continued an attempt of communication asking for a sign. Draughts were felt by Tracy, Dave
and Mirrlees. Dave had the impression of a male lying down in Barnes’s bunk. At 20:32 hrs, Lynn said the man
was tearing pages out of the log and burning them bit by bit with a candle flame.

VIGIL THREE
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE FOC’SLE
TIME: 20:40 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAM 1
Chris started the vigil by saying he was still in communication with Capt Scott. The Captain told him he was
enjoying watching what we were trying to do and that he had had his own beliefs in the Paranormal. Chris then said
he could see the ship listing badly to one side and crates being thrown off the ship. Chris spoke again about the ship
being stuck in ice, with no movement and weeks going by. Chris then said he could see a man towards the bow
section of the ship but he was not wearing sailors clothes and seemed to be dressed in overalls. They were black in
colour. Tracy said she kept thinking on the name Harold. Chris then added that he had a feeling of lightness in his
head and Tracy said that she felt females were not allowed as it was a male place. Chris then said the area was also
used for food storage and an area for the crew.

VIGIL THREE
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE WARDROOM
TIME: 20:35 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAM 2

Joan tried an experiment and set up a piece of paper and put on it a small set square, compass and dividers and
beside that a small black empty box on which was placed a compass. At 20:40 hrs, Joan asked out a series of
questions with a gap in between while she recorded them.

RRS DISCOVERY QUESTION EXPERIMENT
QUESTIONS
WE ARE OPENLY ADDRESSING CAPTAIN ROBERT FALCON SCOTT AND HIS ENTIRE COMPANY
WHO SAILED ON THE S S DISCOVERY EXPEDITION TO ANTARTICA. WE ASK YOU IF POSSI BLE TO
PLEASE TRY TO ANSWER OUR QUESTIONS BY TRYING TO MAKE SOME SOUNDS FOR US. IF YOU
CAN PLEASE MAKE ONE KNOCK FOR NO AND TWO KNOCKS FOR YES OR PLEASE TRY TO SPEAK
AND SHOUT YOUR ANSWER SO WE CAN HEAR YOU. PLEASE ANSWER AT THE END OF EACH
QUESTION, WE ARE TRYING TO CONDUCT THIS AS AN EXPERIMENT AND KNOW THAT YOU
WOULD BE INTERESTED IN THE EXPERIMENTAL ASPECT OF THIS. WE WILL START NOW AND
HOPE THAT YOU CAN BE HELPFUL.
1.

SS DISCOVERY EXPEDITION DEPARTED FOR ANTARTICA ON 6TH SEPT 1902. IS THIS
CORRECT?

2.

CAPTAIN SCOTT YOU WERE DECORATED WITH THE CVO (COMMANDER OF ROYAL
VIC TORIAN ORDER. IS THIS TRUE SIR?

3.

THIS MEDAL WAS PRESENTED TO YOU BY HER MAJESTY QUEEN VICTORIA. IS THIS
CORRECT SIR?

4.

WAS THE DISCOVERY A COMPLETELY NAVAL UNDERTAKING PLEASE ANSWER ONE
FOR NO AND TWO FOR YES. DOES SOMEONE PRESENT IN SPIRIT RECOGNISE THE
LIKENESS I AM HOLDING OUT TO YOU.? IF YOU CAN LATER ON PLEASE MOVE THIS
PICTURE FOR US OR PUT IT IN ANOTHER PLACE FOR US SO THAT WE REALISE YOU
ARE HERE WITH US PLEASE KNOCK YES OR NO.

5.

WE ARE CALLING OUT TO 1ST LIEUTENANT CHARLES ROYDS. SIR., YOU WERE
RESPONSIBLE FOR DISCOVERING THE COLONY OF EMPEROR PENGUINS. DO YOU
ACKNOWLEDGE THAT AS TRUE ? PLEASE ANSWER US.

6.

SS DISCOVERY COULD NOT SAIL UNDER THE WHITE ENSIGN. DID THAT BOTHER
YOU?

7.

SS DISCOVERY RETURNED TO DOCK AT PORTSMOUTH ON 10TH SEPT 1904 IS THIS
CORRECT?

8.

WE ARE CALLING TO DR LOUIS BERNACCHI. PLEASE SIR WE ARE CONDUCTING A
MAGNETIC EXPERIMENT AND ASK FOR YOUR HELP. PLEASE SIR CAN YOU STAND AS
NEAR AS POSSIBLE TO THE MACHINE I AM STANDING BESIDE SO THAT IT WILL
REGISTER YOUR PRESENCE. WE KNOW THAT THIS WAS YOUR INTEREST DURING THE
EXPEDITION.

9.

IS THERE ANYONE IN SPIRIT LISTENING WHO SAILED WITH THE HUDSON BAY

COMPANY? PLEASE KNOCK TWO FOR YES IF THERE IS WE WOULD LIKE TO HEAR
FROM YOU.
10. IS CREWMAN BONNER PRESENT ON DISCOVERY JUST NOW ? IS HE HERE NOW PLEASE
ANSWER?

11. LT ROYDS SIR, WE HAVE A SOFT MODEL OF AN EMPEROR PENGUIN STANDING ON THE
TABLE HERE AND HE IS CALLED LUCKY. IF YOU THINK THAT LUCKY IS A GOOD
LIKENESS COULD YOU TRY TO MOVE HIM TO ANOTHER PLACE IN THIS ROOM
PLEASE?
12. IS THERE ANYONE WITH US WHO WAS ON DISCOVERY WHEN SHE WAS RUNNING
MUNITIONS TO RUSSIA? PLEASE ANSWER ONE KNOCK FOR NO AND TWO FOR YES.
13. IS ANYONE HERE FROM THE 1925-27 VOYAGE SOUTH ? THIS VOYAGE CARRIED OUT
IMPORTANT RESEARCH ABOUT THE WHALE. IF YOU CAN HEAR ME PLEASE ANSWER.

WE ARE FINISHED NOW THANK YOU. LATER WHILE WE ARE STILL ON THE SHIP THIS ROOM WILL
BE EMPTY FOR A WHILE AND WE ASK YOU DURING THIS TIME TO TRY AND MOVE ANY OF OUR
OBJECTS THAT ARE PLACED ON THE TABLE PLEASE. THIS IS ALSO AN EXPERIMENT AND IF YOU
CAN MOVE ANYTHING IT WOULD BE HELPFUL TO US IN OUR OWN RESEARCH PROJECT.
Marco then sensed the number 18 which may be have related to a death. At 20:55 hrs, Marco could hear snoring
coming from Shackleton’s Cabin. (This has been heard before by staff and visitors) At 20:45 hrs, a knock was
heard and the team then heard footsteps various times but they were not heavy booted.

VIGIL THREE
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE MAIN DESK - STERN
TIME: 20:135HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAM 3
A quiet vigil was recorded.

VIGIL THREE
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE BRIDGE (OBSERVATION)
TIME: 20:35 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAM 4
Lynn said there was a deck hand watching and he had missing teeth and came right up to Lynn smiling and then
she sensed the impression of a man with a peg leg by the name of Shipton. He communicated that it was not all as
we would think. He then said to Lynn there was an outbreak of something, which would leave everyone with scabs
all over the body. Lynn could see people being carried off the bridge area. The man then was commenting on his
Lordship not too smart now. At 20:59 hrs, Andy noted walking to port side of Bridge and feeling a hand on his
forehead stopping him.

VIGIL FOUR
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE MAIN DECK - STERN
TIME: 21:05 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAMS 1
Tracy noted her in book about a Model T Ford car.
Chris commented that he felt the area was very active and that there had been a lot of changes to the original design
of the ship. Chris then said he could see an old Motor Car and he felt the car may have been shipped but not in Capt
Scott’s time. Possible part of a cargo. Chris then said Model T Ford (Same as Tracy’s private notes)
Chris now being shown a smaller type whale being brought on the deck. He said there was a strong smell of blubber
and he said decks were being scrubbed thoroughly. Chris then added that he felt there would be a lot of activity
ranging from banging to hammering. Again Chris says Capt Scott really appreciates what we are trying to do from a
sceptical point of view. Just in the same way he would have tried to do. Chris felt a bond had built up between
them.

VIGIL FOUR
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY – THE BRIDGE
TIME: 21:05 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAM 2
The team had no impressions but at 21:10 hrs, a slight thump was heard. The team used the dowsing pendulum and
Joan asked if Captain Scott was aboard and the energy of the pendulum answered yes. The team then heard various
small thumps, which were like metal on wood. Marco noted various sounds. At 21:23 hrs, Discovery employee
came on board. At 21:25 hrs, Marco felt there was a man of big build who had white hair and who was proud of the
ship as if it belonged to him.

VIGIL FOUR
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE WARDROOM
TIME: 21:05 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAM 3
The team noted that snoring was heard three or four times and a squeaky voice was also heard.

VIGIL FOUR
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE FOC’SLE
TIME: 21:05 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAM 4
Lynn asked out and the rope started moving. At 21:09 hrs, Lynn asked for items to move even more and a bag
started moving. Lynn then tried some knocks but no response was recorded. At 21:10 hrs, Lynn felt a kind of
sensation on the left side of her face and the feelings of someone standing beside her. Lynn then said she felt her
left hand being touched and she remarked that there seemed to be some kind of conspiracy and some of the crew
were not happy. Lynn added the crew were not happy with the direction of the ship and with the inclement weather
conditions. This was being said in a whisper. Lynn could clairaudiently hear “The hierarchy were not as smart as
we would be.” Lynn said her hands were freezing and a member of a crew had been whipped across the back. Lynn
again asked for communication and the black rope started swinging. Lynn moved over to the area and felt it very
cold
INVESTIGATION BREAK

VIGIL FIVE
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE WARDROOM
TIME: 22:35 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAMS 1 & 2
Both teams gathered in the Wardroom and a circle was conducted with Fiona, Tracy, Chris, Mark, Marco, Sharon
and Joan G.
Chris said he was aware of movement around the Armitage Cabin. Joan then opened the circle and Derek asked for
communication. Tracy said she felt her left ear being touched. Derek asked for communicators to step forward as
the team round the table were conducting an experiment. Sadly no communication came forward.

VIGIL FIVE
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE MAIN DECK - STERN
TIME: 22:35 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAMS 3 & 4
Nothing was reported during the vigil.

VIGIL SIX
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE MAIN DECK - STERN
TIME: 23:10 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAMS 1 & 2
Joan asked out and gave some knocks but no response was recorded. Chris and Joan then heard a slight knocking
and Derek then asked out at the entrance to the Boiler Room and he said he could feel the atmosphere becoming
heavy. Derek then heard a series of thumps coming from within the Boiler room. Three footsteps were then heard
by the team coming from the deck above. Derek then started to explain aloud that the team were here for a scientific
investigation. Chris, Mark and Marco all heard footsteps again and immediately investigated and reported no cause
found for the steps. The same three investigators then heard the steps again while Derek continued calling out for
footsteps to be heard. Mark immediately investigated and again reported no cause for the sounds of the steps.
Heavier steps were then heard again at 23:15hrs and at 23:19 hrs. Then another set were heard at 23:20 hrs and at
23:21 hrs and between 23:22 and 23.23 hrs. Derek asked for more and the team heard them.
Derek then noted in his notebook “A cold draught is starting to come up the stairs from the Engine room in front of
me. I now see a glowing light starting to build, the time is 23:23 hrs. It is in the lower Boiler Room area” Chris
joined Derek and he said he could see a strange light. Derek started to try and explain that the team’s task was to
record evidence. The footsteps and thumps were now becoming frequent and the team could hear them louder.
Derek then started knocking and responses were heard and this followed with a series of rumblings, bangs, footsteps
all being heard regularly. At 23:31 hrs, the bangs were still being heard. Chris and Derek now both reported seeing
light anomalies and Chris could hear a muffled voice. The noises then all stopped as mysteriously as they had
started and Derek thanked spirit for working very hard to provide evidence to the team.

VIGIL SIX
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE GALLEY/SICK BAY
TIME: 23:10 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAMS 3 & 4
Andy Glanville logged the following:
23:07 hrs, I hear a murmur of a low voice coming from Scott’s Cabin.
23:10 hrs, Lynn has said two people are having a serious conversation in Scott’s Cabin and they are looking at maps.
One is 5ft 10 average build and wearing a cravat and he is doing most of the talking and keeps starting the

conversation with My Dear man. Lynn has also said there is a decanter with a dark liquid like a port or whisky and
the other man has opened a silver cigarette case with small cigars and one is being lit. Lynn commented on a tray of
food but it looked as though it had been there for a long time. Lynn then added that they were high ranking men.
One man was doing most of the talking and he had a ring with an amber stone in it on his wedding finger.

VIGIL SEVEN
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE WARDROOM
TIME: 00:00 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAM 1
Chris went to Shackleton’s Cabin and Derek went to Scott’s Cabin. Chris said he could hear two men deep in
discussion. Two bangs were then heard outside and Dave Alderton went to investigate. Dave came back and said
nobody was around. And everybody was accounted for in the other groups. Nothing else was reported during the
vigil.

VIGIL SEVEN
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE FOC’SLE
TIME: 00:00 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAM 2
Joan and Marco called out and knocked but no response was reported. Fiona Bisset noted that she did not like the
area and found it depressing. Dave Alderton from Team 1 interrupted to say that Team 1 had been hearing bangs
but Team 2 verified it was not them. Marco then sensed the name George.

VIGIL SEVEN
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE GALLEY
TIME: 00:00 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAM 3
The team reported no activity.

VIGIL SEVEN
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY – THEBOILER ROOM
TIME: 00:00 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: TEAM 4
00:07 hrs, Dave McIntyre asked out if it was bad luck to have a woman on board ship. One knock for no and two
knocks for yes. One knock was heard. Andy and Mirrlees felt the vibration of the knock.
00:13 hrs, Andy asked “Did you stay on ship? Answer - No
00:14 hrs, Andy asked “Did you help to build her?” Answer – Yes
00:15 hrs, Dave asked “Did you work on the ship before the Boiler was installed? Answer – Yes.
Lynn then had the impression of a female coming onto the ship and being told there was a change of plan. It has
caused a lot of problems putting it in place. Andy then tried asking out but no response was recorded. Lynn then
said the same man never got his sea legs and asked about Albert Houston. The man was then told Albert should
never be more than happier. Lynn then saw silver cutlery in a blue presentation box.

VIGIL EIGHT
LOCATION: RRS DISCOVERY - THE WARDROOM
TIME: 00:40 HRS
INVESTIGATORS: FULL TEAM

Chris asked out and four footsteps were heard on the deck. Michael had been told what team were going to do and
is staying off ship. Lynn noted seeing Dave’s face change to an older man with grey hair. Marco noted at 00:40 hrs,
feeling relaxed and he then saw a small blue ball of light come from the floor.
END OF INVESTIGATION
SUMMING UP
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SUMMING UP
Firstly on behalf of the Ghost Club Council, our investigation team and myself, I would like to take this opportunity
to offer my sincere thanks to Ms Lisa Williamson and Ms Joanne Rendell of the Events Dept of Dundee Heritage
Trust, for all their help and kindness in making this investigation possible for members of the Ghost Club.
I would also like to thank Michael, Night Watchman on board RRS Discovery for all his help on the night of the 13th
August.
I would like to sum up this investigation with some interest. The 2011 Investigation on board RRS Discovery was

different from the one in 2010. In a way the ship seemed quieter but on this occasion the teams seemed fairly
successful with some responses to knocking or asking out. Team 1&2’s vigil at 23:10 in the Main Deck stern did
provide some very interesting results as footsteps seemed to be provided when requested and some knocks and
bangs followed by light anomalies.
I am also very interested in Chris De Rosa’s communication with Captain Scott earlier in the evening. Some of the
points which Chris raised have been verified from the Discovery expedition and I found the information which came
forward of great interest.
I still believe that Discovery is possibly visited by crewmembers for all her different duties while in service with all
her different owners. A very interesting investigation indeed and I would like to see The Ghost Club return in 2012
to carry out further research. Again my thanks go to all the Staff at Discovery Point for making this investigation
possible for the members of The Ghost Club Investigation Team.
Finally 2012 marks the 100th Anniversary of Captain Scott’s expedition to the South Pole, which very sadly ended
with loss of life.
I would once again like to dedicate this report to Captain Robert Falcon Scott RN, Dr Edward Wilson, Lieutenant
Henry Bowers, Captain Lawrence Oates and Petty Officer Edgar Evans RN who were very sadly lost on the return
journey to base camp after reaching the South Pole on 17 January 1912.

Derek Green
Investigations Officer UK
Sunday 8 July 2012.

